
How To Start 
A Clothing Line

The Ultimate 
Guide



This ultimate guide will walk you through 
6 comprehensive steps to launch a 
clothing line. With checklists and top tips 
for you to act on immediately. 
 Once you have read this guide you will have the confidence to action your 1st 
clothing line and launch your fashion brand online.
 
 Did you know …… that  60% of startups fail within their first 3 years? 
 
Well, that’s not going to be you. Read on to learn how to successfully start & 
grow your fashion brand in 2021. 
 
 This ultimate guide will cover the 6 key steps:

1. How to find your niche in the market and stand out ahead of competitors 
2. What an e-commerce collection should look like; covering options 

framework, sustainability, and timings
3. Where to get started when producing your 1st collection covering, design 

make and ship
4. How to set up a fashion business and forecast your 1st year of sales 
5. How to build and launch your fashion brand covering; branding, sales 

channel setup and pre-launch marketing strategies
6. You’ve launched! … Now what do you do. 

Hi, I’m Carley Johnson Founder & Brand Launch 
Expert at Unzipped.

“I can’t wait to share my expertise with you via this 
guide! Its goal and outcome is to empower you with 
the knowledge and action list in which to start your 
1st fashion line and realise your business dream. I 
have helped 20+ brands & now I can’t wait to help 
you!”
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Step 1 -  How to find your niche in the 
market and stand out from competitors. 
 
 You don’t just want to be another clothing brand selling uninspiring apparel.
 
You need to offer a point of difference to the rest of your market and 
competitors. You need to give the customer exactly what they are looking for, 
and therefore a reason to buy. 
 
So how are you going to find this out? 

By conducting thorough research and ticking every box on the below checklist: 
 
Ask yourself, research and answer the following:
❏ Have you identified a market demand? How many people are searching for 

your product monthly? (keyword data)
❏ What are your competitors doing with their product ranges and web 

presence/social media? How can you do it better? 
❏ Who is your target audience and what do they want when considering; 

product, service, value and brand values etc 
❏ What is the right sales channel for your product? What market/country 

should you launch in? Consider your capabilities when it comes to shipping. 
❏ How should I price my product? How competitive is my pricing vs my 

competitors?
❏ Think you’ve found your niche? Now ask the audience and conduct a survey. 

Only then with a positive response have you validated your idea. 
 

Through detailed competitor and market research, you’ll be surprised what 
opportunities are presented to you. It will then be your job to follow through 
and execute it.
 
Now let me give you some further detailed prompts when trying to find your 
niche and stand out in eCommerce. 
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Step 1 Tips
Your product will sell itself, it you follow the data & demand.

Market research will show you if your product is unique. Above all, finding your 
unique niche in the market that no-one else has. This is the winning formula you 
should always follow for both brand and collection launches. 

Secondly, without research, how do you know who your customer is? You need 
to know exactly who your target audience is, if not how can you create their 
ideal product, how can you engage them making them a potential brand 
ambassador? You need to get into their mindset to effectively target them and 
succeed.

Competitive pricing will make or break each sale. 

Today's consumer has specific and high expectations. They expect sustainable 
on trend product, made from quality material all at a competitive price. These 
needs must be met for your brand to succeed. 

➢ Challenge yourself to price your product at the right price for your 
consumer & market, not for your own personal profit. 

➢ Benchmark yourself against your competitors using these metrics 
commercial vs fashion, value vs expensive. Realistically place your brand 
where it belongs in the market vs your products value and worth. 

Did you know that … step 1 of 6 steps to launch course teaches you how to find 
product opportunities for new collections over & over. It’s a business success 
formula to last a lifetime!

Never become complacent. 

As soon as you decide on your product and service 
this does not mean you should stop analysing data 
and demand. Never become complacent. If you want 
to run a profitable fashion brand, always ensure there 
is demand for your product and act quickly to evolve 
and pivot if this demand decreases. Hence why this 
step is invaluable to your brand’s future. 
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Step 2 -  What an eCommerce collection 
should look like; option framework, 
sustainability and timings.
 
When starting a clothing, accessories or footwear line, you should never 
simply jump straight into designing your collection. A considered collection 
delivered in the right market, at the right time and at the right price is what 
you should be striving for with every new collection launch.

You need to build a framework for each new collection and then map each 
milestone into a launch plan in which to successfully launch and make sales 
from day 1.

Ask yourself, then research and answer the following:

❏ What market will you launch in? Therefore what are the market cultures, 
climates and also peak trading times per season?

❏ What categories will you offer? Therefore what sizing will you offer and 
for what gender?

❏ Will you be a sustainable brand? If so, what % of your business will be 
sustainable? And will it be achieved through your product, shipping or 
manufacturing?

❏ How many drops will you deliver each season and how many options per 
drop? What categories and price points will they be in?

❏ When do you want to launch? What milestones do you need to achieve 
to launch on time? Map these into a plan. 
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Step 2 Tips
Do you have the aspirations to be a global brand? Then you need to start 
planning your global range now!
 
Don’t feel overwhelmed by this. Being a global brand is easier than you think. 
This could be achieved by creating seasonless designs or by focusing on a basics 
everyday range or by creating a party footwear range.

Break down your options into mixes - fashion vs basics, summer vs winter vs 
seasonless,  and ensure that at least 70% is suitable to both southern and 
northern climates.  This is a great start in becoming a global brand enabling you 
to sell your product worldwide. 

Timing is everything! Once you have a collection framework - pre-design 
success will come from creating a launch plan, plotting in every milestone you 
need to achieve to ensure an on-time launch.

Simply ask yourself when do you want to launch? When was the product 
designed to launch? What are the market trends and key events that you're 
launching in? 
Do your research. You should know every aspect of the market you are 
launching your brand in. For example; peak sales weeks, so that you can launch 
at the right time giving your product the best opportunity to sell. 

Did you know that … in our 6-steps to launch course, we will walk through every 
milestone you must achieve to launch a profitable brand onto global 
ecommerce platforms, along with a launch plan template. 
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Step 3 -  To start producing your first 
collection you must think about 
designing, manufacturing and shipping. 
 At this stage you will truly know what product you want to produce and the 
exact framework for your 1st collection and exactly when you’re going to launch. 
So now it’s time to bring your collection to life! 

This is how you’re going to do this …

Design:

❏ What inspires you? Colours, textures, shapes etc. Find trends, inspiration 
and create a moodboard.

❏ Set your collection colour palette and prints.
❏ Deciding what fabrics and trims you want to use (Pre-sourcing)
❏ Sketch your designs and create your tech pack detailing each design.

Make:

❏ Find a manufacturer for your collection that suits your product 
requirements, budget and meets your brands values.

❏ Gain prototypes (Development samples)
❏ Cost your collection.
❏ Fit your products ensuring they are commercial and meet your design 

expectations.

Ship:

❏ Decide the packaging and labels for your collection.
❏ Choosing your shipping provider, ensuring they meet your expectations, 

timelines and budget.
❏ Will you use a warehouse or DIY ship your launch collection?
❏ Decide your brand delivery promise to your end customer. 

Only once you have ticked off every step in this list will you have successfully 
produced your 1st collection.

Success at this stage really is in the research, the details, and 
prototypes/checks. Now let me give you some further detailed prompts when 
trying to find your niche and stand out in eCommerce. 
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Step 3 Tips
To find a reliable and reputable manufacturer you need to start with market 
validation.

You need to read the news, research and be aware of market trends. 
➢ Which countries are the biggest and most successful within sourcing?
➢ Which countries are trending and why? Ask the opposite too. 
➢ What country specialises in your product requirements? 

Remember your product is everything, without it you wouldn’t have a brand 
to sell. 

The final decision always comes down to reputation vs price. Therefore be 
smart and look at ways to adapt your designs to lower the cost or look to sell 
through more than one sales channel. Never sacrifice reputation and if you 
choose a below par supplier, that’s going to translate into your product.

Did you know that … in step 3 of 6 steps to launch course we give you 12+ 
templates you need to produce your collection including a tech pack.

Run all shortlisted manufacturers through the same 
questionnaire to allow you to benchmark responses.
● Can they produce your product exactly to your 

specifications? 
● Request to see 2-3 physical samples of their work. 
● What are their values and do they match your brand’s? 
● Where are they geographically located? Consider 

access to ports, roads, airports.
● What is their MOQ for your product?
● What is their cost of sampling and how many will you 

get pre-order?
● What are their fees broken down?
● Is there a language barrier? 
● Logistically how able are they? 
● What is the lead time for your product and does this 

suit your plan? 
● Seek references and word of mouth reviews.
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Step 4 -  How to set up a fashion 
business and forecast your first year of 
sales.
 Aside from forecasting your sales plan which I will cover in the tips, there are 
other steps you must follow in which to successfully manage your business

Here is your fashion business setup checklist:

❏  How much cash flow / investment will you need till you launch and break 
even?

❏ Do you need to seek investment / apply for a loan?
❏ Do you have business insurance?
❏ Have you applied for a trademark and registered your domain name?
❏ Have you setup your business suite? For example g-suite? You need a 

folder to save all your business documents into.
❏ Do you have a branded email address? Don’t launch with @gmail.com
❏ Do you have your customer service set up? Consider; business landline, 

chatbot, FB business page and messenger.
❏ Do you have all selected business tools setup? For example; Mailchimp - 

EDM, Trello - project management tool, Google business page etc.

The key important point to note is when setting up your business you need 
to seperate it from being you. It’s not you, it’s a business, therefore register it 
and brand everything as your business.

 Make it look professional!
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This is one of the most important steps to your brands longevity and 
profitability; knowing how much investment you need before breaking even,

Managing your business starts with what current investment, cash flow do you 
have? Will this support your launch plans or do you need to seek investment?

If you need to seek investment you need a business plan outlining your product, 
service and needs,  along with year 1-3 sales forecast.

Did you know … that as part of our 6-steps to launch course you are taught how 
to forecast sales & build a budget, as well as, how to write a business plan. 

Building a sales plan is easy. Trust me! You simply need to break it down into 
micro steps:

➢ How many options will you be producing per month?
➢ What depth per option?
➢ What RRP per option?
➢ Looking at competitor data, market data, current trends, what percentage 

sell through do you expect to achieve at Full Price (FP)?
➢ What is your pricing / promotion strategy? For example after 8 weeks 

selling at FP, what % will you mark it down too - consider 2 for 1, 30% etc.

Calculate these sums into your sales plan and ensure you create separate plans 
for every sales channel your selling through as they will have different models. 
The above applies to a DTC (your own website). 

If you want to be profitable from day 1, you need to know how to manage 
your cash flow. 

● Consider DIY as much as possible for example take an online course and 
learn how to build a website. 

● Hire a VA overseas for example the Philippines, low cost and English 
speaking. 

● Document every cost into your sales plan, even a $1 cost. Ensure complete 
transparency when it comes to budgeting. Always calculate a buffer too 
5-10% over for any unknown costs. 

fffffff

Step 4 Tips
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Step 5 -  How to build and launch your 
fashion brand covering; branding, sales 
channel setup and pre-launch marketing 
strategies. 
 The final stages in launching a fashion brand is creating branded sales 
channels in which to market and sell your collection.

By this stage you will know exactly what your collection will look like, you will 
know your value proposition, know who your target audience is, what market 
you will launch in and through what channel. Therefore you have a really 
focused vision about what you’re going to achieve. You now need to create the 
vision by building your brand and online presence.

I am going to make this really easy for you and break each step into its own 
checklist and top tip for branding, sales channels and pre-launch strategies.

Branding:

❏ What are your brand personality traits?
❏ Find your brand name by dumping your 

favorite words and playing with the thesaurus 
and word association, playing with letters and 
reviewing over min 1 week period.

❏ Choose your brand's colour palette, by 
following colour - mood associations.

❏ Choose your brands font, choosing a font that 
is widely accessible across all business tools.

❏ Consider hiring a designer to create your 
brands logo. Give your designer a brief sheet 
containing the above decisions. 

Top Tip - To create a globally recognised brand you need to be consistent with 
the look and feel of your brand identity. That means always using the same 
font, colour palette, logo on everything you send, publish and produce. I would 
suggest you create and save business templates now so there’s never a reason 
why you’d forget! 
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Step 5 -  Sale channel setup & pre-launch 
marketing strategies checklist and tips.
 Sales channel setup:

❏ Choose your host provider. For example Shopify, WordPress or 
Squarespace.

❏ Research your competitors websites and your favorite websites, and 
pull out the best bits both layout and functionality. Use this to inspire 
your website development.

❏ Choose to DIY or hire an agency to build your website.
❏ Setup your brands Facebook and Instagram accounts, creating 

shoppable pages.
❏ Setup all payment providers.
❏ Integrate all back end functionality for example add your chatbot, add 

your logistics provider etc

Top tip - When creating the product copy, put yourself in your customers 
shoes and ensure to answer every question they’d ask is answered in your 
copy.

Pre-launch marketing strategies:

❏ What is your marketing budget? Be clear with how much money you 
can afford to spend per week.

❏ Choose to DIY or hire an agency to market your brand.
❏ What marketing methods will you choose? FB ads, Google ads, 

competitions or surveys.
❏ Decide your marketing campaign and content. The goal is to get 

leads, therefore sales. Don’t let website traffic leave without giving 
you their contact details.

❏ Create a content calendar for all social calendars and plot in your 
content based on your launch campaign.

❏ Decide if you will offer pre-sale or not?

Top tip - When marketing, your goal is to gain and nurture leads, it's not about 
gaining FB likes! Leads = sales, sales = success and profitability. 

Did you know … In step 5 of our 6-steps to launch course, Jesse Mullins from 
Ooze Studios teaching marketing strategies for Fashion startups. 
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Step 6 -  You’ve launched! … Now what 
do you do...
 
Launching a fashion brand is such an achievement and you should definitely 
take a moment to sit back and relish in joy! … but not for too long!

As soon as you launch you need to know how to react to both good and bad 
sales. You need to know what to do next to keep your brand moving forward. 
That is what growth is all about.

Growth can be implemented in so many ways. Here are our suggestions and 
these suggestions will last for at least the next 5 years.

❏ Consider new sales channels to generate incremental sales. That being; 
wholesale, marketplace or social channels.

❏ Launch in new markets focusing on a territory (continent) at a time.
❏ Consider working with a sales agent or attending trade fairs to expand 

your sales reach globally.
❏ Expand your offer looking at exclusives, collaborations.
❏ Focus on ROI marketing.          
❏ Reflect on sales and marketing data to refine your operation and pricing.
❏ Seek customer feedback to improve your product and service.

Keep reading to gain top growth tips for 2021!
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Step 6 Tips
Become an omnichannel fashion brand. The greater the exposure and channel 
reach will only have a positive effect on your brand’s growth and sales. 

Tactically launch your brand through social channels (tiktok, youtube), 3rd party 
sales channels (Zalando, The Iconic), affiliate marketing, for example. As long as 
it is strategically planned, therefore a suitable brand match, generally the greater 
your reach, you will see your traffic increase therefore see an increase in 
conversions (sales).

In 2021 focus on video, guerilla marketing tactics and collaborations.

The future of fashion is green! It’s sustainable. 

To secure the future of your fashion brand, 
your business needs to become sustainable in 
some way, so map out your goals now and 
start taking small steps to achieve them. For 
example, aim to be 20% sustainable through 
your material choices in 2021, 50% in 2022 & 
so on. It won’t happen overnight so set a 
realistic plan today!

A reminder sustainability achieved through 
packaging, production, sourcing or shipping.

A seamless operation is everything, it can be the cost of a sale if you don’t get it 
right.

Focus not only on delivering the best product, but customer service and delivery 
as possible. Reviews are a lifeline to your brand and can be the power of a sale. 
Therefore focus hard on all 3 components and ensure they work in harmony as 
you can’t afford bad reviews.

Did you know … that the course writer of 6-steps to launch has managed 
multi-million dollar wholesale accounts for New Look & Forever New. She knows 
how to trade in global ecommerce. 
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Congrats you made it to the end of how 
to start a clothing line ultimate guide! 
 Are you feeling enthused and eager to learn more? Good news! As we’d like to tell 
you about our special offer…
6-steps to launch a fashion brand online course, is reduced to AU$498 that’s 
70% off for limited time only! 
Do you want to learn how to:

● Create winning Facebook marketing strategies.
● Design, make and ship your collection. 
● Plan a sustainable eCommerce collection. 
● Build an option framework.
● Best eCommerce web design practices.
● Plan a brand launch.
● Manage a new business.
● Create a sales plan. 
● Complete a business plan.
● Analyse your sales data to influence future collections.
● Grow your brand to a global audience post-launch.
● + so much more! … Full details found here. 

Taught by brand launch expert Carley Johnson, Founder of Unzipped and ROI 
marketer and serial entrepreneur Jesse Mullins Growth Expert from Ooze Studios. 

Carley has an extensive career in fashion spanning 15+ years 
working for major brands NEXT, New Look, Miss Selfridge, 
Tesco & Forever New. These roles and skills spanned print 
design, buying roles in both jewellery and plus size and 
finally wholesale account management including business 
development where she managed multi-million dollar 
accounts reporting directly to the senior board. 

She established Unzipped with the sole purpose to help 
small fashion brand to make it in the fashion industry, as 
she knows what it takes to succeed in both launch and 
growth.  

Send a direct email to Carley to ask her anything. 

https://unzipped.co/6-steps-to-launch-a-fashion-brand-online-how-to-start-a-clothing-line/
https://unzipped.co/contact/

